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The Amazing Race (COVID Edition) 


(The Amazing Race Title Sequence)


Host: (Voiceover) It's the most daring competition ever attempted. Three 2-person 
teams confined to their homes during this pandemic will race through strenuous and 
dangerous legs of this race. They have no idea what is in store for them, what chal-
lenges they will encounter, or how the journey will affect their lives. Most of the teams 
will be eliminated but the team that reaches the finish line first will win a cash prize of 
one million dollars. This is a race like no other in history, this is the amazing race! 


(Host standing in outside location) 


Host: Hello everyone and welcome to the start of a very special Amazing Race. For this 
season of Amazing Race we dove deep into our archives of audition tapes and con-
tacted those who were still interested in racing during these trying times that our world 
is facing. These contestants are fierce competitors who were up to the challenge of 
racing and feel that they have what it takes to win One Million Dollars. Let's meet them! 


(Tiffany and Tina VoiceOver footage of them talking through a fence and on FaceTime) 


Tiffany: I'm Tiffany 


Tina: and I'm Tina 


Tiffany: We are next door neighbors who have been checking in on each other through 
out the pandemic. 
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Tina: Although we have never met in person before we have spent hours on FaceTime 
in the past year and I don't think any other team will have the bond that we have to get 
us through to the end of the race. 


(Stanley and Sam VoiceOver footage of them doing different activities from each other) 


Stanley: I'm Stanley 


Sam: and I'm Sam


Stanley: We are brothers who have been stuck at home together for what feels like for-
ever. 


Sam: We are team bros!


Stanley: Sam is the brain and I am the brawn. (Flexes) 


Sam: We are both very different people but I believe that is what will make us a team 
that will be hard to beat. 


(Sophie VoiceOver footage of her and Clancy) 


Sophie: I'm Sophie and this is Clancy. We have been friends my whole life. I couldn't 
think of anyone else who would be a better teammate for this race than Clancy. With 
his agility, brains, and creativity we will be unstoppable! 


Host: Seems that Clancy is a man of mystery and stayed out of frame for that intro 
package. 


Sophie: Oh no no Clancy was there the whole time.
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Host: Wait is Clancy your imaginary friend? 


Sophie: (pretending to cover Clancy's ears) Shhhhhh we don't use that term. 


Host: Well this should be a very exciting season of Amazing Race. Now teams, you are 
about to embark on your first leg of the race and we have sent you all the supplies 
necessary for this leg of the race. When I say go you will begin with your first challenge. 
Your first clue has been written on one of the toilet paper rolls that has been sent to 
you. Once you have read your clue you can be on your way to the next part of the race. 
The world is waiting for you. Good luck, travel safe, and GO! 


(Players race to the stacks of toilet paper rolls. They begin to unroll them) 


Stanley: Did you find anything Sam? 


Sam: Not yet. Keep looking. You must be systematic! 


Stanley: (ripping through the rolls) There is no time for that!


Tiffany: Tina come on you have to try harder. Unroll it faster! 


Tina: I'm going as fast as I can Tiff! 


Tiffany: (ITM) I love Tina but sometimes she moves at the speed of a sloth! 


Sophie: (slowly unrolling a roll she is holding while staring at a perfect roll on the floor) 
Good work Clancy keep it up. 
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Host: (holding ear piece) Should we tell her that uh Clancy isn't going to make any 
progress with this challenge? 


Tina: I got it! I got it! 


Tiffany: Yes! What does it say? Read it! Read It! 


Tina: (Reading clue from toilet paper) Make your way to a computer where one of you 
will need to look at your email for your next clue. 


Host: Teams will have to schedule a zoom meeting, order groceries, and place an 
Amazon order all before receiving their final clue.


(Tina and Tiffany race to their computers and open their email) 


Tiffany: My computer is loading! 


Tina: I got it! (Reading email) You must schedule a zoom meeting for tomorrow at 
noon, order groceries for pick up tomorrow at 2pm, and place an Amazon order for 
some new masks. 


Tiffany: You can do it Tina! I am still waiting on my computer to load. 


Tina: Ok let me see. (Feeling uncertain) I haven't done these things very often. 


Tina: (ITM) During the pandemic I was never the one to schedule the zoom meetings 
and I just went to the store for groceries. I am however a professional shopper so I can 
handle the Amazon order. 
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Stanley: (sitting in a pile of unrolled toilet paper) I can't do this anymore there can't be 
a clue here at all. 


Sam: (sitting in a pile of unrolled toilet paper holding the last roll) I have one more roll it 
has to be here. 


Stanley: We can't be last! 


Sam: (ITM) Stanley needs to relax. The stress and bad energy is too much. 


Sophie: Clancy how's your roll coming? 


(Lonely perfectly rolled toilet paper roll) 


Sophie: It's ok Clancy keep up the good work. 


Sophie: (ITM) Clancy has so many good qualities and I can really see them shinning 
through in this challenge. 


Sam: I got it! Quick to the computer. 


Tina: Ok zoom meeting scheduled. It seems that I have added all the groceries to my 
cart but what does it mean when they ask if they can substitute it? I want what I or-
dered! 


Tiffany: Tina it doesn't matter! Just schedule the order we have to keep moving! We 
are in the lead but the others are catching up! 


Sophie: Clancy you need help? Oh ok here let me see (unrolls just a bit of the roll to 
reveal the clue) Perfect you did it! I knew you could! 
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Sam: How's it going Stanley? 


Stanley: Zoom check! Groceries ordered! Time for the Amazon order! 


Tina: OMG, Tiffany have you seen the Prime day deals? 


Tiffany: That was today?? Let me log on and see what they have on sale! 


Tina: (ITM) The stress of the competition has really been getting to us and it just felt 
necessary for us to take a second to breathe. 


Tiffany: Look look! The juicer is 40% off! 


Tina: and the Extreme Indoor Cycling Bike is down to $259! 


Stanley: Done! Done! (Reading next clue handed in off camera) Congratulations make 
your way outside and down the block to the finish line. Make sure to wear your mask! 


Host: The first team is now making their way here to the pit stop.


Sam: (ITM) I knew we could make it through this race easily! We were well prepared 
and worked together like a well oiled machine! 


(Sam and Stanley are seen putting their mask on, putting backpack on, lacing up 
shoes, and heading out the door) 


Sophie: Hows it going Clancy?


(Shows a laptop/computer sitting open with no one in front of it) 
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Sophie: (ITM) I am not sure what is going through Clancy's mind right now but I am 
starting to get worried that we won't make it to the finish line. 


(Clancy's ITM is just a black background with no noise) 


Tiffany: Did you place your order yet? 


Tina: Not yet! I am trying to decide between two instant pots. 


(Stanley and Sam are seen running to the finish line) 


Host: I believe I see the first group arriving! 


(Stanley and Sam reach the finish line breathing heavily) 


Host: Stanley and Sam you are the first team to arrive. Congratulations! You are still in 
The Amazing Race.


(Sam and Stanley are seen celebrating their win) 


Sam and Stanley: Team Bros! 


Tina: Orders placed! Well that was a nice breather alright Tiff you ready to go? What is 
the next clue? 


Tiffany: (reading clue card handed from off camera) Congratulations make your way 
outside and down the block to the finish line. Make sure to wear your mask! 


Sophie: Clancy? (Starting to get dishearten) I think we need to hurry up. 
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(Shows a laptop/computer sitting open with no one in front of it)


Sophie: I just had to have you be the one to do this challenge. 


(Tina and Tiffany are seen running to the finish line) 


Host: And here comes the second team! 


(Tina and Tiffany reach the finish line giggling and excited) 


Host: Tina and Tiffany, congratulations you are team number two. 


(Tina and Tiffany are seen celebrating their win)


(2 hours later)


Sophie: Clancy whyyyyyyy! 


Host: (enters door to home) Sophie? I'm sorry to say that you are the last team to ar-
rive. 


(Sophie begins to cry) 


Host: The good news is that this is a none elimination leg of the race... (apprehensive)  
Would you like to continue on? 


Sophie: Really?! Oh thank goodness Clancy we made it! 


Host: So you want to continue on with Clancy?


Sophie: Well yes of course! We will for sure come back in the next leg. 
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Host: Well then... It looks like we will get to see all three of these interesting teams con-
tinue to race on. Who will make it to the end and be the winner of the one million dol-
lars? Find out next week on The Amazing Race. 


(Next week on The Amazing Race) 


Host: Our final 3 teams will be racing their way to the final finish line. They will have to 
complete one long road trip. Which team will have what it takes to win the One Million 
Dollars? 


Sophie: Of course Clancy had to be the one to complete the road block! There is no 
hope! 


(Empty and incomplete challenge)


Tina: Tiff I don't think this is right. It looks like we have gotten completely turned 
around. 


Tiffany: There is no way we followed the map! 


Tina: The gas light, engine light, and the change oil light just came on too! 


Sam: Stanley what were you thinking! You ripped the clue in half because you were so 
upset and now we have no clue where we are going! 


Stanley: Well if you hadn't made me so angry maybe we wouldn't be in this mess! 


(Sam and Stanley fighting)
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Host: (Voiceover) Only one team can win. Will any of them even make it to the finish 
line? 


(Host is seen waiting at finish line checking watch) 


Host: It's been two days now! Where are they?? 


(The Amazing Race Music) 


 


